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The Eﬀects of Varying Soft Handoﬀ Thresholds in Cellular CDMA
System
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SUMMARY
In order to benefit from the advantages of soft handoﬀ
(SHO), it is important that the SHO parameters (the SHO thresholds;
T ADD and T DROP are well assigned. T ADD is the threshold used
for triggering a pilot with high strength to be added to the Active Set (AS)
list. The AS means the pilots associated with the forward traﬃc channels
assigned to mobile station. In contrast, T DROP is the threshold used for
triggering a pilot with low strength to be dropped from the AS list. This
paper analyzes the eﬀects of varying SHO thresholds in a cellular code division multiple access (CDMA) system on the blocking probability based
on traﬃc load and geometrical distances in hexagonal layout of base stations (BSs). In addition, the previously proposed traﬃc load equation [1] is
applied to the proposed SHO model for balancing the numbers of new and
handoﬀ calls on the forward link capacity in case of uniform traﬃc load.
The results show that the blocking probability is more sensitive to T DROP
than to T ADD variations.
key words: soft handoﬀ, code division multiple access (CDMA), forwardlink capacity, load balance equation, cell-breathing

1.

Introduction

Soft handoﬀ (SHO) in cellular code division multiple access
(CDMA) is a technique whereby a mobile station (MS) near
cell boundary connects its transmitted signal to more than
one base stations (BSs) within its vicinity [2], [3]. SHO
is important because it provides enhanced communication
quality and smoother transition compared with the conventional hard handoﬀ. On the reverse link, the signal transmitted by an MS in the handoﬀ area may reach all the nearby
BSs, even though the signal is not intended for them and
the MS signal appears as interference in these nearby cells.
By putting more matched filters in the BSs receiver, BS can
support more MSs in the SHO area (SHA). Notice that no
extra channels are required to accomplish SHOs on the reverse links. SHO provides macro diversity, this is because
more than one BSs are involved in the communications. The
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is improved by combining
the signals from diﬀerent BSs, and this, in turn, increases
reverse-link quality and extends cell coverage [4]. As there
are at least two BSs involved in the SHO process, and each
BS supports a forward-link channel to the MS, the number
of available channels on the forward link decreases as the
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number of MSs performing SHO increases.
There are many papers that investigated the eﬀect of
SHO on system performance. Su et al. [5] analyzed system teletraﬃc performance in terms of blocking probability of the new and handoﬀ calls (PN , PH ). Kim and Sung
[6] developed analytical model for SHO by introducing an
overlap region between adjacent cells and the handoﬀ call
attempt rate and the channel holding times were derived.
Zhang and Holtzmann [7] proposed an analysis tool for selection of the appropriate handoﬀ thresholds based on signal
strength and handoﬀ probability. The outage probability and
the number of active set updates are considered in [7]. Tcha
et al. [1] derived a load balance equation from which three
diﬀerent loads (new call and two kinds of handoﬀ calls) in
a cell are all exactly obtained in association with the size
of SHA. In those papers, only SHA was considered and the
eﬀects of varying SHO thresholds were not focused. Because T ADD, the threshold used for triggering a pilot with
high strength to be added to the Active Set (AS) list, and
T DROP, the threshold used for triggering a pilot with low
strength to be dropped from the AS list, are the parameters
involving with SHA, these SHO thresholds aﬀect the system performance, such as blocking probability. Note that
AS is the pilots associated with the forward traﬃc channels
assigned to MS. Thus, in this paper, the eﬀects of varying
T ADD and T DROP on the blocking probability are emphasized. Moreover, the eﬀects of cell breathing which is
the eﬀect that the cell coverage shrinks when the cell supports more users [8] are also considered in order to develop
a new SHO model. Note that the load balance equation developed by Tcha et al. [1] is applied to the proposed SHO
model.
2.

Soft Handoﬀ in CDMA Systems

In this paper, the term “pilot” is used to refer to the pilot
channel associated with the forward CDMA channel. An
MS acts as the assistant of the BS in SHO process by measuring and reporting the strength of received pilots to the
BS. In performing IS-95A SHO [9], in any MS, there are
channel lists, the members of which include the AS, the candidate set (CS), the neighbor set (NS) and the remaining set
(RS). The AS contains the currently used channel(s). The
CS contains channels, the qualities of which are almost as
good as those in AS, and one of them can be chosen as a
new member of AS. The NS is the set of channels which are
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Fig. 1

Geometrical distances.

not included in the AS and CS but are reasonably strong.
The RS contains the other channels that are not the members of all other sets [9], [10]. While an MS is performing SHO, it searches for the usable channels in the other
cells. If the NS pilot(s) strengths are above the add threshold (T ADD), the MS includes the pilot(s) into the CS and
removes it (them) from the NS. The BS controller instructs
the MS to add the new pilot(s) and the MS will add the pilot(s) to the AS, if it receives permission to add the pilot(s).
If the current AS pilot(s) strength decreases below the drop
threshold (T DROP) for more than T T DROP seconds, the
MS moves the pilot(s) from the AS into the NS after it receives permission to drop the pilot(s). The AS is limited to
have six pilots, while the CS is limited to five [9].
In this paper, only three pilots are used for AS. This
is because at an overlap area among three cells of the proposed model as shown in Fig. 1, only strongest three pilots
are considered. Besides, in this paper, the lognormal fading
and Rayleigh fading are neglected for simplicity. However,
the eﬀects of these kinds of fading will be investigated in the
future work.
3.

The Proposed System Model

3.1 Geometrical Distances
As described in the introduction section, the previous works
[5], [6], [8] considered only SHA and its eﬀects on system
performance. In fact, the SHA can be defined by some distances derived from the assigned T ADD and T DROP. Instead of SHA, the eﬀects of T ADD and T DROP variations are emphasized in this paper. In order to show more
details about the distances related to T ADD and T DROP,
a new SHO model and the definitions of parameters in the

new SHO model are described as follows. In the analytical model proposed in this paper, an MS is considered to
be moving from the coverage area of BS1 to that of BS2
and there are many distances involved: the distance of cell
boundary (D), the distance for adding new pilot (Da) to the
AS of the outbound MS (the MS that is leaving the cell), the
equivalent Da (Daeq ), the distance for triggering the drop
timer for dropping poor pilot (Dd), and the distance for
dropping poor pilot when the drop timer exceeds T T DROP
seconds (Dtd), as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the meaning of
inbound MS is opposite to that of outbound MS. That is, it
is defined as the MS that is entering the cell. The Daeq , Dtd,
and Dh, the approximated radius of handed oﬀ cell, depending on SHO thresholds and oﬀered traﬃc load are proposed
in this paper to develop a new SHO model. The Daeq can
be obtained from the assigned T ADD and the Dtd can be
obtained from the assigned T DROP and T T DROP.
From Fig. 1, the coverage of each cell is divided into
three areas. These areas are the inner cell area (ICA), the
nominal cell area (NCA) and the outer cell area (OCA). For
geometrical simplicity, the ICA is bounded by the circle
with a radius of Dae q as expressed in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)
ICA = πDa2eq
Then,
Daeq =



√
3 3
Da
2π

(1)

(2)

The coverage of the NCA can be approximated by the
circle with a radius of Deq which can be expressed in Eq. (3)

√
3 3
D
(3)
Daeq =
2π
And, the OCA is approximately bounded by the ring with
outer and inner radii of Dtd and Daeq , respectively, as expressed in Eq. (4)
OCA = π(Dtd2 − Da2eq )

(4)

The speed and the direction of an MS are assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the intervals of [0,Vm] and [0,
1/(2π)], respectively, where Vm is the maximum velocity of
MS. These values remain constant for each MS when it travels. In order to investigate the eﬀects of varying SHO thresholds, the worst case of Dtd that causes the highest blocking
probability is focused and it is
Dtd = Dd + Vm ∗ T DROP

(5)

which is the longest path [6] in the radial direction from the
center of cell before an outbound MS completes its SHO
process.
3.2 Distances Based on Cell Breathing-Based Pilot Signal
Strength
In this paper, besides the Daeq , Dtd, and Dh which are de-
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pendent on SHO thresholds and oﬀered traﬃc load, the effects of cell breathing are also considered in order to develop
the proposed SHO model.
The attenuation (α j ) of the signal to an MS that is apart
from the jth BS for r j meters can be written [4] as
ζ j /10
α j (r j , ζ j ) = r−ε
j 10

(6)

where ε is the path loss exponent and ζ is the dB attenuation
due to shadowing with a zero mean and a standard deviation
of σ.
The pilot signal or the ratio of the received pilot channel’s chip energy to the received interference Ec /I0 can be
expressed [11] as
(Ec /I0 ) =

βP j P j α j (r j , ζ j )
S


(7)

{(A1 )B} − βP j P j α j (r j , ζ j ) + Nom W

Fig. 2

Forward-link interference at an MS from 12 BSs.

k=1

 Nk
where A1 = β ppsk + i=1
γki βki , B = Pk αk (rk , ζk ), P j is the
eﬀective radiated power from the jth BS, βP j is the percentage of pilot power to the total power radiated from the jth
BS, βki is the percentage of traﬃc channel (TCH) power to
the total power, of the ith user in the kth cell, β ppsk is the
percentage of overhead (pilot channel, paging channel, and
synchronization channel) power to the total power, of the ith
user in the kth cell, S is the number of cells in the CDMA
system considered in the model (only omni-directional antenna is considered in this paper), Nk is the number of users
in the kth cell. γki is the channel activity factor for TCH
of the ith user in the kth cell, Nom is the spectral density of
the ambient noise which consists of thermal noise at an MS
and the other radio interferences in forward link, W is the
spreaded signal bandwidth.
In the CDMA systems, the coverage boundary of forward link and SHA depend on the values of the pilot
strength, T DROP, and T T DROP. The worst case of pilot strength normally occurs at the coverage boundary where
the pilot strength the MS receives is interfered by total transmitted powers from the other BSs. Note that fast fading is
assumed not to aﬀect the average power level. It is generally assumed that the use of techniques such as interleaving, diversity, and equalization, as well as the use of RAKE
receivers, greatly mitigates fast fading [12]. In addition,
Nom W is assumed to be zero [13]. Under uniform traﬃc load
condition, P j = P, βP j = βP , βki = βi , β ppsk = β pps , Nk = N,
and γki = γ. Therefore, from Eq. (6), Eq. (7), and Fig. 1, the
distance from the jth BS for triggering the drop timer for
dropping poor pilot, Dd j can be expressed as Eq. (8).
10T

DROP/10

=

βP α j (Dd j , 0)
12


(8)

{(A2 )αk (rk , 0)} − βP α j (Dd j , 0)

future work. The interference (the denominator) in Eq. (8)
comes from 12 BSs [2], [13] as shown in Fig. 2.
It can be seen in Eq. (8) that Dd j depends on the rk ,
N, and βi . As shown in Fig. 1, Dd j is assumed to be equal
around the cell of consideration. Thus, if an MS locates at
Dd j from the jth BS, rk in Eq. (8) can be obtained. The
relation between N and βi , can be expressed [13] as
N


βi ≤ (1 − βP )

In order to obtain the resultant maximum number of users
(Nmax ) in each cell, Eq. (9) is approximately expressed as
N

i=1

βi =

N
≤ (1 − βP )
Nmax

where A2 = β pps + i=1 γβi .
Note that ζ is assigned to be zero in order to neglect
the eﬀects of shadow fading which will be considered in the

(10)

The Nmax is equal to the number of Walsh codes assigned for forward link TCH (not including pilot, paging,
and synchronization channels). N is the carried traﬃc which
will be explained more in section IV. Each MS is assumed to
obtain the same βi . In fact, it is not true because the MS staying farther from the service BS should request more power
than that staying near the service BS. In this paper, βi is used
as the representative value for all MSs in any BS. Thus, the
closed-loop power control is assumed. In Fig. 1, Daeq can
be obtained as
√
Daeq = 3D − Da´ eq
(11)
where Da´ eq follows
10T

ADD/10

=

βP α j (Da´ eq , 0)
12


k=1

N

(9)

i=1

(12)

{(A2 )αk (rk , 0)} − βP α j (Da´ eq , 0)

k=1

N
which A2 = β pps + i=1
γβi .
It can be shown that both Dd j and in Eq. (8), Eq. (11),
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and Eq. (12) are not constant and they are changed according to βP , βi , β pps , N, γ, and rk . D is the other parameter affecting Daeq . Note that under the uniform traﬃc load, Dd j ,
j = 1, 2, 12, are equal and it is represented by Dd.
4.






fT ICA (t) = 




f1 (w)
,
Da2eq

4.1 Load Balance Equation
The load balance equation was derived from the equality of
traﬃc load imposed on the outside NCA by the calls originated in the NCA, and the load imposed inside the NCA by
the active call handed oﬀ from the outside NCA at equilibrium situation [1]. The load balance equation in this paper
according to the ICA, OCA, and OCA, which is the area
outside the ICA and OCA, can be expressed as
(C)(1 − PB ) =(λICA + λOCA )E[T ](1 − PB )
+ λOCA E[T ]PB

(13)

where C = λICA E[T hICA ]+λOCA E[T hOCA ]+λOCA E[T hOCA ],
PB denotes a blocking probability of both new calls and
handoﬀ calls in any BS. It is not only a blocking probability of new calls (PN ) or not only a blocking probability of
handoﬀ calls (PH ).
The arrival processes of new calls in ICA and handoﬀ calls from OCA are independent Poisson processes with
the arrival rates of λICA and λOCA , respectively. In addition, handoﬀ calls enter the cell from outside according
to an independent Poisson process with the arrival rate of
λOCA . E[T ] denotes the expected value of call duration
time (T = µ1 and µ is the rate of call departures) and
E[T hICA ], E[T hOCA ], and E[T hOCA ] denote the expected values of channel holding time for a new call originated in
ICA(T hICA ), for an handoﬀ call from OCA(T hOCA ), and for
an inbound handoﬀ call from other cells (T hOCA ), respectively. Note that the E[T hX ] can be expressed [1] as
 ∞
t[e−µt fT X (t) + {1 − FT X (t)}µe−µt ]dt
E[T hX ] =
0
 ∞
1 −µt
1
(14)
e fT X (t)dt
= −
µ
0 µ
= {1 − Pr(T > T X )}E[T ]
where X can be ICA, OCA or OCA. T X can be T ICA , T OCA
or T OCA . The T ICA and T OCA are the time periods starting
from the time an MS call originates in ICA and OCA, respectively, till the time the MS finishes its SHO process to
another area (OCA in case of T ICA and ICA or OCA in case
of T OCA ). The T OCA is the time period starting from the time
an MS call originates outside ICA and OCA of interest till
the time MS comes to exist inside this ICA or OCA.
The rate of new call generations per second per NCA is
denoted by λNCA . Then, λICA and λOCA are (ICA/NCA)λNCA
and (OCA/NCA)λNCA , respectively. From [1], [14], the
probability density function (pdf) of T ICA related to the proposed Daeq and Dtd, which are dependent on SHO thresholds, can be easily obtained as

for M2 ≤ t ≤ M1
for M1 ≤ t
(15)

where G =

Traﬃc Model

Vm
G V1m dw,
Dtd−Daeq /t
Dtd+Daeq /t
G V1m dw,
Dtd−Daeq /t

f1 (w) =

M1 =

Dtd+Daeq
,
Vm

M2 =

Dtd−Daeq
,
Vm

and

w −(Dtd2 − Da2eq ) + 2Da2eq (tw)2 − (tw)4
πtw
(16)

The pdf of T OCA can be expressed as









fTOCA (t) = 








vm
F2 V1m dw
0
vm
F2 V1m dw − F1
0
vm
F2 V1m dw − F3
0
X
F2 V1m dw − F3
0

for 0 ≤ t ≤ M2
for M2 ≤ t ≤ M1
for M1 ≤ t ≤ (2Dtd)
Vm
for

(2Dtd)
Vm

≤t
(17)

where
X = (2Dtd)/t,
F1 =
F2 =
F3 =

Vm
f1 (w)
1
dw,
(Dtd−Daeq )/t (Dtd)2 −(Daeq )2 Vm
f2 (w)
,
(Dtd)2 −(Daeq )2
(Dtd+Daeq )/t
f1 (w)
1
dw,
(Dtd−Daeq )/t (Dtd)2 −(Daeq )2 Vm

f2 (w) =

and

w 4(Dtd)2 − (tw)2
π

(18)

The speed and direction of an incoming MS from outside the cell are denoted by v and the angle (θ) between the
MS incoming direction and that pointing to the cell center
from the MS position. From [1], the pdfs of the speed and
direction of an incoming MS, fv (v) and fθ (θ) are given by
2v
, for 0 ≤ v ≤ Vm
Vm2
π
π
1
fθ (θ) = cos(θ), for − ≤ θ ≤
2
2
2

fv (v) =

(19)
(20)

Because the fθ (θ) gives the value of zero at the angles
above π2 radian (90 degree) and below − π2 radian (−90 degree) as shown in Fig. 3, in addition, the fθ (θ) gives small
value of probability at the angles close to both −90 degree
and 90 degree; the area of inbound handoﬀ calls (shaded
area in Fig. 4 can be roughly approximated by the circle with
a radius of Dh.
√
(Dtd + Da´ eq ) Dtd + 3D − Daeq
=
(21)
Dh =
2
2
From [1], the pdf of T OCA related to Dh can be obtained as
 16(Dh)2
2(Dh)


 3Vm2 t3 − H for 0 ≤ t ≤ Vm
(22)
fTOCA (t) = 
2

 16(Dh)
for 2(Dh) ≤ t
2 3
3Vm t

Vm
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2
where H = 3(Dh)Vmmt2
( 2Dh
Vm t ) − 1.
E[T hICA ] and E[T hOCA ] can be obtained from (14)–
(18), and E[T hOCA ] can be obtained from (14) and (22).
Thus, λOCA satisfying (13) can be obtained when the PB
is known.

PB =

(23)

where
P0 = N
max
i=0

4.2 Forward Link Capacity and Blocking Probability
Lee and Steele [3] investigated the capacity loss and capacity gain on the forward link. They established that the small
percentage in capacity loss due to SHO (the capacity corresponding to MSs in an SHA is reduced [3] because each
MS in SHA uses at least two forward-links) does not really
aﬀect the overall system capacity. However, SHO reduces
the number of Walsh code channels on the forward link.
The CDMA system of interest is assumed to obey
Erlang-B formula [1], [5]. Each new call is usually assigned
with a channel; however, if a new call arrives when all channels are occupied, that call is lost. The oﬀered traﬃc load
in each cell is is (λICA +λOCA +λOCA )/µ; therefore, the carried traﬃc load (N) in Eq. (10) is approximated as ((λICA +
λOCA +λOCA )/µ)(1-PB ). The PB can be expressed as

(λICA + λOCA + λOCA )Nmax
P0
µNmax (Nmax )!

1
(λICA +λOCA +λOCA )i
µi i!

(24)

is the initial probability of state-transition-rate for Nmax . The
Nmax is the number of Walsh codes assigned to the forward
link TCH. Note that the relationship between PB and both
of T ADD and T DROP is complex and cannot be explicitly shown but this relationship can be shown graphically by
using a trial error technique as described in the next section.
5.

Numerical Example

The pdf of the direction of an incoming MS (pdf of theta), fθ (θ).

The values of parameters are assigned according to [1] and
[11], which are nearly the same as those used in practice, as
follows: P = 5 watts, βP = 15%, β pps = 28.5%,  = 4, D =
3000 m, T = 1/µ = 120 seconds, Nmax = 50, Vm = 60 km/h,
γ = 0.4, and λNCA = 0–40 (calls/hr)/km2 .
Figure 5 shows Ec /I0 or the pilot strength of two adjacent BSs along straight line
√ between their radii. The distance between two BSs is 3D ≈5196 m. The Ec /I0 of each
BS at higher N/Nmax is lower than that at lower N/Nmax because there is more interference from increased traﬃc loads.
In other words, this phenomenon is called cell breathing.
The Ec /I0 is weaker when the MS is farther from that BS
because of path loss. Normally, an MS will handoﬀ when
the Ec /I0 of the target BS is higher than T ADD in order to
maintain the quality of the call. Thus, when the MS moves
from the right side of Fig. 4 (assumed to move from the
BS1’s location) to the left side (BS2), the MS will handoﬀ
from the BS1 (Cell 1) to the BS2 (Cell 2) at distance Daeq
as shown in Fig. 6 and the MS will release TCH of the BS1
at distance Dtd as shown in Fig. 7.
The result of Daeq shown in Fig. 6 can be obtained
by substituting in Eq. (11) into Eq. (12). By a numerical

Fig. 4 Area of inbound handoﬀ calls approximated by the circle with a
radius of Dh.

Fig. 5 Ec /I0 (ζ=0, T T DROP=0) as a function of distance between 2 BSs
according to Eq. (7).

Fig. 3
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Fig. 6 Daeq as a function of T ADD according to Eq. (11) and Eq. (12),
(LNCA =λNCA , T DROP = −15 dB).

Fig. 7 Dtd as a function of T DROP according to Eq. (8), (LNCA =λNCA ,
T ADD = −13 dB).

method, the Daeq can be found. When the T ADD of serving BS (BS1) is assigned to be lower, the MS will handoﬀ
to the BS2 at a distance closer to the BS1 as shown in Fig. 6.
On the other hand, when the T ADD of the BS1 is assigned
to be higher, the MS will handoﬀ at a farther distance from
the BS1. Because there is higher interference in the cell
that supports more traﬃc load (λNCA is high), Daeq is farther from the BS1 than that in the cell that supports lower
traﬃc load. However, the T T DROP little aﬀects Daeq even
at high traﬃc loads as can be observed in Fig. 6, when comparing the case of λNCA =40, T T DROP=0 s. (solid line) to
that of λNCA =40, T T DROP=6 s. (shown by o). In contrast,
because T T DROP is the time interval for delaying the call
drop of MS that is moving outbound thus the cell boundary
(Dtd) should be aﬀected by T T DROP as is shown in Fig. 7,
when comparing the case of λNCA =40, T T DROP=0 s.
(solid line) with that of λNCA =40, T T DROP=6 s. (solid
line with o on it).
For Dtd, when the T DROP of serving BS (BS1) is
assigned to be lower, the MS will release TCH of the BS1
at the distance farther from the BS1. On the other hand,

Fig. 8 The expected value of channel holding time as a function
of T ADD according to Eq. (14)–Eq. (22) with T DROP = −15 dB,
(LNCA =λNCA ).

Fig. 9 The expected value of channel holding time as a function
of T DROP according to Eq. (14)–Eq. (22) with T ADD = −13 dB,
(LNCA =λNCA ).

when the T DROP of the BS1 is assigned to be higher, the
MS will release TCH of BS1 at a closer distance to the BS1
as shown in Fig. 7. When there is higher traﬃc load in a
cell, the interference in that cell is higher. This makes the
Dtd closer to the serving BS according to Eq. (8). When
T T DROP is set to be higher, MS can delay its conversation
after the pilot is lower than T DROP at least T T DROP
seconds thus the Dtd at higher T T DROP is farther from
the serving BS (BS1).
When T ADD is increased, the ICA is increased and
the OCA is decreased thus the expected value of channel
holding time of ICA, E[T hICA ], is increased and that of
OCA, E[T hOCA ], is decreased as shown in Fig. 8. The expected value of channel holding time of OCA, E[T hOCA ],
is increased when T ADD is increased because the Dh is
decreased (Fig. 4), then the E[T hOCA ] from Eq. (14) and
Eq. (22) are increased. From Fig. 8, the expected values
of all of the channel holding times at higher traﬃc load
(40 calls/hr/km2 ) are close to those at lower traﬃc load
(20 calls/hr/km2 ).
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Fig. 10 PB as a function of T ADD with T DROP = −15 dB,
(LNCA =λNCA ).

Figure 9 shows that when T DROP is increased, all
of channel holding times are decreased because OCA is decreased. Thus, E[T hOCA ] is decreased. E[T hICA ] is also decreased because, for cell with radius Dtd, there is lower
probability of inbound calls coming to ICA. For inbound
handoﬀ calls, because the Dh is decreased, E[T hOCA ] is also
decreased. In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the E[T hOCA ] is the lowest
when compared with the other expected values of channel
holding times because it is calculated from users in OCA
which is the smallest area among all of the considered areas (ICA, OCA, Circle with a radius of Dh). On the other
hand, E[T hOCA ] is the highest when compared with those of
the other expected values of channel holding times because
Dh gives the highest area among all of the considered areas.
Note that the expected values of all of the channel holding
times at the higher traﬃc load (40 calls/hr/km2 ) are close to
those at lower traﬃc load (20 calls/hr/km2 ).
The PB shown in Fig. 10 can be obtained from Eq. (13),
Eq. (23), and the results from Fig. 6 and Fig. 8. Figure 10
shows the PB when T DROP is constant at −15 dB. The PB
of higher traﬃc load is higher than that of lower one. At
constant traﬃc load, when the T ADD is set to be higher,
the PB is decreased because the percentage of calls in SHA
is reduced. Note that the eﬀect of T ADD variation on PB
is more obvious for higher traﬃc load. The T ADD does
not aﬀect PB so much (Fig. 10) when compared with the effect of T DROP variation (Fig. 11) because Dh of inbound
handoﬀ calls depends on Dtd (see Eq. (21)) which is obtained from T DROP and T T DROP and the Dtd is longer
thanDa´ eq .
The assigned T ADD should not make the Daeq longer
than Dtd otherwise the call will be dropped before it handoﬀs. That is T ADD should be set higher than T DROP as
expressed in Eq. (25).
T ADD ≥ T DROP

(25)

The PB shown in Fig. 11 can be obtained from Eq. (13),
Eq. (23), and the results from Fig. 7 and Fig. 9. It is shown
that the oﬀered traﬃc load, T DROP, and T T DROP aﬀect

Fig. 11 PB as a function of T DROP with T ADD = −13 dB,
(LNCA =λNCA ).

Fig. 12 PB as a function of T ADD and T DROP, (λNCA =10 (cals/hr)/
km2 , T T DROP=0 sec.).

PB . The PB of higher traﬃc load or higher T T DROP is
higher than that of lower traﬃc load or lower T T DROP,
respectively, because the former situations have higher traffic load. Moreover, when T DROP is increased, the PB
can be reduced very much when compared with the eﬀect
of varying T ADD in Fig. 10; therefore the blocking probability is more sensitive to T DROP than to T ADD variations. The assigned T DROP should not give Dtd shorter
than Daeq otherwise the call will be dropped before it handoﬀs according to Eq. (25). Moreover, the assigned T DROP
and T T DROP should give the Dtd longer than Deq in order to cover all of service areas. Thus the condition can be
expressed as
Dtd(T DROP, T T DROP) > Deq

(26)

where T ADD ≥ T DROP
Figure 12–Fig. 15 show PB as functions of both
T ADD and T DROP at λNCA = 10–40 (calls/hr)/km2 , respectively, and T T DROP = 0 second. There are no values of PB at some coordinates of T ADD and T DROP because the constraint must be according to Eq. (26). These
results show that the blocking probability is more sensitive
to T DROP than to T ADD variations at various possible
SHO thresholds according to all defined parameters in this
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6.

Fig. 13 PB as a function of T ADD and T DROP, (λNCA =20 (cals/hr)/
km2 , T T DROP=0 sec.).

Conclusions

When SHO in CDMA mobile communication system is
considered with the proposed SHO model on the forward link, the PB of higher uniform traﬃc load or longer
T T DROP is higher than that of lower uniform traﬃc load
or shorter T T DROP. At any traﬃc load, blocking probability is more sensitive to T DROP than to T ADD variations. Therefore, besides the SHA, the eﬀects of varying
T ADD and T DROP should be considered in real system
when assigning the appropriate values of SHO thresholds.
The numerical example shows that the T DROP should be
set to be high and it should be selected to have Dtd longer
than Daeq . Moreover, the result shows that T ADD can be
assigned in wide range. In conclusion, if it is desired that PB
is eﬀectively controlled not to be high in the forward link,
instead of T ADD, T DROP should be adjusted.
In fact, not only blocking probability should be considered. The diﬀerence between T ADD and T DROP also
gives diﬀerent outage probability. If this is studied, the
appropriate window size of these two thresholds will be
known. This problem will be studied in future works. In
addition, the shadowing will be considered in order to improve the proposed SHO model.
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